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Objectives of the event 

The overall objective of the multiplier was to disseminate the results of the 
RRP project and increase awareness around its key objectives. It was held at 
The Honourable Society of the Middle Temple, Parliament Chamber and Queen’s 
Room, Ashley Building, Middle Temple Lane, London EC4Y 9BT. 

The overall theme was supporting the issues that RRP aims to address. These 
issues were Migrants’ integration, mental health & violence. After successful 
approval for a project extension, RJ4All were finally able to hold this important 
multiplier face to face while observing the government's regulations on social 
distancing. We were able to deliver this on 25 January safely and through an online 
booking system that allowed us to check delegates' vaccination status. Due to the 
governments' restrictions, we were able to accept only fully vaccinated individuals, 
but the event was open and free to everyone. We prioritised migrant organisations 
as well as practitioners working in the area of integration. The event included 
plenaries with keynote speakers as well as workshops.  

Amongst the participants was Simon Chambers, Senior Advisor for the British 
Council UK National Agency for Erasmus+. RJ4All Founder and Director 
chaired the event. Some of the presentations were captured through videos which 
along with the photos from the event are available on the project website  

To evaluate the conference RJ4All used an evaluation survey which was handed to 
attendance on their arrival of the day of the conference. We also sent online 
questionnaires to attendees who had not completed the questionnaires on the day. 
In summary, 66.6% of attendees chose Excellent and the other 33.3% chose Very 
useful. 

The event was certified with CPD status meaning that the delegates were able to 
receive a CPD certificate if attending the entire event. This not only acted as an 
incentive but it also drove the quality of the event. The presentations and abstracts 
that were submitted are all available on the project website alongside the agenda 
and the delegates' info pack. The feedback on the delegates packs were excellent 
including the feedback on the ebooks which were disseminated as part of the IOs 
dissemination action. 
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Agenda 9:00 – 13:30 

The multiplier event was split into two main parts. The first part (9:00 – 11:00) included 
plenaries with keynote speakers covering the topic of the 
project. The second part (11:30 – 12:30) included two 
parallel workshops presenting the Intellectual Outputs of 
the project. In one of the workshops all project partners 
were able to present their results in their own countries 
as well as their Intellectual outputs.  

Dr. Gavrielides, RJ4All Director, and Cllr Johnson, RJ4All 
Chair, opened the event. They were followed by Dr. 
Drennan, Chair of the RJC Council and then by Sir Bob 
Neil MP, Chairman of the Justice Select Committee of the 
House of Commons. 

After a coffee break, the Intellectual Outputs of the RRP 
project were presented in a workshop, while at the same 
time another workshop took place focusing on the 
project’s scientific and research findings.  

A lunch was then held, which concluded the event at 
13:30. 
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Organisation 
 

How the event was disseminated 
The event was primarily disseminated through all our social media platforms. We 
made several posts about the conference on the following platforms: 

• Instagram 
• Facebook 
• Twitter 
• Linkedin 

 
The information about the conference was also updated regularly on the RJ4All website 
with two separate pages dedicated to the event. Another key means of dissemination was 
emails. At our organisation we contacted several target groups including: 

• Restorative justice experts 
• Academics 
• Newsletters 
• Sponsors 
• Media outlets 

RJ4All also produced a press release for the conference which included the links to 
tickets, conference webpage, the RJ4All website and links to all our social media 
platforms. Additionally, RJ4All interns who are all university students disseminated 
information about the conference in through their academic institutions by putting up 
fliers, contacting their school societies and through word of mouth. 

How pre-registration took place 
The pre-registration took place by booking online through the RJ4All website 
where attendees would book their tickets for free. 

 
Location and facilities booked 
The international event took place at the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple. 
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Realisation 
 

The event started at 9:00 and concluded at 13:30 with lunch. 
 
The event opened when the conference chairs introduced the conference and welcomed 
the attendees. All keynote Speakers spoke in the Parliament Chambers and all attendees 
would view these presentations. 

The first Keynote Speaker (Dr Gerard Drennan) discussed the role of Restorative Justice for 
integration. The second Keynote Speaker was (Sir Bob Neill MP) discussed the relationship 
between policy and justice in the UK.  

The workshop was a presentation from all the Erasmus+ partners of the Restoring Respect 
Project. The first presentation was from RJ4All (coordinator). It focused on the RRP tools, 
Migrant and refugee experiences in the UK and the UK field work results. The second 
presentation in the workshop was from the Cypriot partners at CSI. The presentation 
focused on mapping out the situation of migration in Cyprus and exploring the relationship 
between migration and integration based on the findings on Restoring Respect Projects 
primary research. The third presentation was from the Greek RRP partners at the 
organisation EDRA. This presentation focused on statistics and information about the 
migrant population in Greece in the last decades. These statistics and information included 
facts concerning the transition from a migrant’s country to a host country, statistics about 
the labour market and findings from the field research done for the project. The third 
presentation was from the Italian partners at ICSE. The presentation looked at the 
formation of a new generation of Italians with a migration background. The presentation 
highlighted that the formation of the new generation of Italians is now a consolidated 
reality that requires an articulated and long-term process of inclusion through structural 
policies that can include the requests of belonging of this young part of the population.
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Participants 

The total number of participants eligible for funding were 44 local and 37 
international. 

Evaluation 

To evaluate the RRP event RJ4All used an evaluation survey which was handed 
to attendance on their arrival (evaluation questionnaire template found in Annex 
3.)  

We also sent online questionnaires to attendees who had not completed the 
questionnaires on the day. The questions and results of the evaluation were as 
follows: 
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Q.1 How did you find the conference overall?

Excellent Very useful Quite useful A little useful Not useful 

66.6% of attendees chose Excellent and the other 33.3% chose Very usefu 

Q.2. What did you like most about the conference?

Some answers: 
- “The laws about refugees”
- “The speeches (contents the way they were presented) + organization”
- “Diversity of speakers”
- “The workshops were amazing”

Q.3. What was the least helpful and what should we do differently in future?

Some answers: 
- “A workshop which models elements of Restorative Justice (circles, dialogue

etc.)
- “Drawing more explicit kinks to Restorative Justice for some of the

presentations”
- “Some workshops were a little rushed”
- “Perhaps an introduction to where people are from/their organizations”

Q.4. What did you think of the RJ4All team?
Excellent Very useful Quite useful A little useful Not useful 

58.3% of attendees chose Excellent and the other 41.6% chose Very useful. 

Excellent Very useful A little useful Not useful Not applicable 
Q.5. What did you think of the workshops provided?

66.6% of attendees chose Very useful and the other 33.3% chose Excellent. 
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Q.6. Do you feel more confident and empowered attending this conference?
Please rate from 1 to 5 (1 = the most able, 5 = the least able)

1 2 3 4 5 
Please give reasons for your answer above 

Again, 75% of attendees rated 2 and below and the other 25% rated 3 and below. 

Q.7. Do you think you are more likely to get involved in events for your community after
this event, if so, what?
(1 = most likely, 5 = least likely)

1 2 3 4 5 
Please give reasons for your answer above 

58.3% of attendees rated 2 and below and the other 41.6% rated 3 and above. 

Would you be interested in any of RJ4All other training, workshops, projects, products, or 
services? (Please circle all that apply) 

Not all attendees who completed the questionnaire answered this question, however of 
the those who did the percentage results are included in the boxes below. 

Restorative 
justice 
projects 

Research 
Associates Donation Offer services 

Human rights 
projects 

Publish 
with us 

54.5% 18.1% 9% 9% 45.4% 9% 
Non-executive 
Directors’ 
Board 

Join the 
Academic 
Board 

Volunteering and 
/ or Internship 

Internet 
Journal of 
Restorative 
Justice 

Research and 
Publications 

Other 
event
s 

0% 9% 9% 45.4% 63.6% 36.6% 
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Mainstreaming and sustaining the intellectual outputs 

Overall, the event was a great success, specifically because of the educational impact of the 
workshops and keynote presentations.  

Workshops are extremely effective in using a short time period to convey complex and vast 
information. Another great element of workshops is how interactive they can be. Interactive 
workshops allow participants to actively engage in their learning process through dialogue 
with the educator which allows more ease for questions to be asked and for unique thinking 
to flourish. 

Another strong element of workshops is the smaller group numbers vs the plenaries. This 
aspect also allows for them to be closer interaction between educator and learner and 
educators can prioritise a majority if not all of the contributions, feedback, or questions 
from the learners. 

Keynote speakers were also a good educational and dissemination tool; however, they are 
more limited than workshops.  

To make keynote speeches mainstreamed in various educational activities it would be 
necessary to get a variation of keynote speakers and also as one of the attendees 
commented, to focus on a particular subject (in this case restorative justice) which all 
speeches should fundamentally relate to. This would mean all attendees will be prepared 
and have a foundational understanding which can be built up throughout the speeches and 
events. 
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Annex 1. Programme / Agenda 
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Annex 3. Evaluation Questionnaire Template 
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Annex 4. Photos of the event 
 

 
 

 




